Subject: Refrigerant Label for MAC Condensers

SCOPE
Multiplex Model 50 and 44 Remote Condensing Units, any MAC remote condenser using R404a refrigerant from Bohn/Heatcraft & Masterbilt.

SYMPTOM:
When servicing for refrigerant loss or installing a Multiplex Model 50 or 44 refrigeration unit that use any MAC remote roof top condenser using R404a refrigerant, 3.0 lbs R404a needs to be added to the labeled unit charge. This is due to the extra internal volume of the MAC series remote condenser only. Without this additional charge the Model 50 or 44 unit will display low charge symptoms during colder ambient weather.

ACTIONS:
A label has been added to Multiplex Model 50 and 44 refrigeration units at the remote line set connections. (Part Number 000007063)

FURTHER ACTIONS
Contact Foodservice Service Sellersburg Indiana if you have any questions or concerns: 800-367-4233.